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Executive Summary
Airports around the world are using technology to adapt to the needs of the mobile-connected
traveler. In order to understand the rate at which airports are adopting mobile-friendly
technologies for passengers, researchers at Ryerson University (sponsored by Miles) collected
data on the top 100 airports by passenger volume1. This Airports edition of the Global Mobile
Readiness Index used a desktop computer and mobile smartphone to assess and analyze
mobile-ready platforms by airports over a 12-month period from November 2014 to
November 2015.
This research highlights a significant gap between the use of mobile devices by air travelers
and the mobile readiness of airports. While 64% of airports as of November 2015 have some
form of mobile-friendly platform for use by passengers—34% Responsive Website, 30%
Mobile-Specific Website (plus 41% of all airports also have a Mobile App)—the use of mobile
devices by airline travelers is far higher (97% travel with at least one digital device4).
When compared with Ryerson’s other Global Mobile Readiness Index reports for boutique
hotels2 (39%) and destination marketing organizations3 (54%), airports appear slower to
adopt responsive website design. Given this mainstream usage and the impact of mobile
solutions, airports should be far further advanced in delivering mobile-friendly solutions to
their customers—particularly responsive-design websites. Mobile solutions are also
particularly important to growing all-important ancillary revenue sources (e.g.: shopping,
parking, dining). For these reasons, Mobile Readiness is likely to be a critical driver of
performance (or under performance) for airports in coming years.
Flight Global, 2013
Ryerson University, Luxury Boutique Hotels, 2015
3 Ryerson University, DMO Mobile Readiness, 2015
4 SITA, The Passenger IT Trends Survey, 2014
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Research Summary—Mobile Use by Air Travelers
Passenger IT Trends
97% of passengers carry at least one digital device when
flying and 18% carry three devices (smartphone, tablet
and laptop) 4
57% of US leisure travelers who have flown in the past
12 months have used their smartphone for tripplanning purposes in the same period 5
57% of passengers are seeking improved services
(including technology investment) in better real-time
flight information 5
Airport IT Trends
The highest-priority technology investment by airports
currently does not include mobile-related solutions. In
2014, the highest priority technologies were identified
as passenger processing (59%), security (47%) and
operations (33%) 7
Airport mobile app download trends are inconclusive;
30% of airport mobile apps have outperformed
expectations, while 32% have been disappointed with
download levels 7
SITA, The Passenger IT Trends Survey, 2014
Destination Analysts, The State of the American Traveler, July 2015
6 SITA, The Passenger IT Trends Survey, 2015
7 SITA, Airport IT Trends Survey, 2015
4
5

Passenger Demand
for IT Services at
Airports 6
Flight updates 72%
Bag collection updates 63%
Scan phone for access 60%
Use mobile for ID 59%
Maps & directions 57%
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Apps. vs. Mobile Websites vs. Responsive Web Design
Airports have been confronted with three primary choices in their mobile readiness—a
Mobile Application (App) vs. a Mobile-Specific Website vs. Responsive Web Design.
Since Ethan Marcotte’s book about responsive web design in 2011, it has grown to become
the preferred choice for mobile-web development. While some organizations continue to
have a mobile website (including 31% of the Top 100 Airports), it is no longer actively
pursued by most web designers and developers. In a converged multi-screen environment
whereby travelers start shopping on one device and finish on another, responsive design
will continue to grow.
A Responsive website improves search, reduces labour and simplifies things for marketers.
Mobile (.m, .mob) sites require organizations to maintain two content platforms and
distribute valuable traffic and management time away from the main website. Over the next
couple of years we expect organizations in the travel lifecycle (hotels, travel agencies,
airports, etc.) will all shift towards Responsive websites.
While many airports have also invested in a Mobile App, they also require additional
development investment and a challenge in getting travelers to access them. A recent
Phocuswright study8 reported that 42% of US leisure travelers have used an airline app—
but though not specifically studied, the number downloading and using any airport app
appears to be far smaller. Certainly airports should carefully analyse the download and
usage analytics for apps (including repeat usage data) and compare this to activity on their
website by mobile users.
8

Phocuswright, The Web is Dead: Long Live the Mobile Web, February 2015
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Website Solutions Summary
(Mobile vs. Responsive vs. Traditional)

From the review of the World’s Top 100 Airport websites in November 2015, 31% have a Mobile-Specific
website, only 34% have a Responsive-design website and a surprising 35% (over one third) of the world’s
largest airports have a traditional (desktop) website that is not mobile friendly. This includes over half of
all airports in Asia and Oceania (Australia) and Africa having only desktop websites, which are not
compatible with mobile devices.
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Testing if Airport Mobile Websites are “Google Mobile-Friendly”
In April of 2015 Google strengthened their assessment for Mobile-Friendly websites 9. When you
compare websites that have adopted either mobile or responsive design in 2015 (64%) to the
websites that pass Google’s Mobile-Friendly Test Tool (57%), eight airport websites appear to fail the
minimum standards of Google.* The only region where all airports having Responsive or Mobile
websites that passed the Google Mobile-Friendly Test was Europe. This is troublesome. Airports
have made the investment to be mobile friendly, but their websites may not be meeting new
standards set by Google—which is likely to affect the ease of finding these sites (via organic search)
on mobile devices.

#Mobilegeddon
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2015 Responsive or Mobile
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Business Daily News, Google gives mobile-friendly sites a boost in search ranking, 2015
* Important Note: This Google online testing tool is a simple, top-level assessment only and in some cases
results can and do vary over time (on the same site) or may not reflect the full mobile readiness of the site.
9

Google updated their
algorithms to favor
mobile-friendly websites,
making them appear
higher in search
rankings.9
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Mobile Websites by Region
Due to the growing popularity and advantages of Responsive web design, the use of MobileSpecific websites by airports has dropped from 43% to 31% between November 2014 and
November 2015. Airports in Europe, North America and Asia in particular have moved the
quickest to replace their Mobile websites with Responsive websites.
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Responsive Websites by Region
Airports in Latin America, Europe and North America have moved the most quickly to add
Responsive web design solutions. Asia and Oceania/Africa (given the high smartphone
penetration rates ) surprisingly lag as regions—partly due to an apparently greater focus on
investing in Mobile Apps instead of (not in addition to) Mobile Web solutions.
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Mobile Applications by Region
The additional costs, distribution and usage challenges of Mobile Apps appear to be impacting
their popularity by major airports. From 2014 to 2015, only two airports started a new Mobile
App. Overall only 44% of airports have a native Mobile App for passenger use.
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Content & Features of Airport Websites & Mobile Applications
Mobile Moments Index: Highlights
In April 2015, Ryerson University looked at the specific content, features and
functionality of Airport mobile websites and applications.
The “Mobile Moments” Airport Edition reviewed and scored the current content and
site/application features and functionality for travelers in four areas—see below.
•

We summarize a few of the key findings of this report, a full copy of
which is available from Ryerson University or Miles.

•

An updated copy of this report will be produced in Q1 2016.

Flights

Parking

Shopping

Other

Availability of real-time arrival and
departure information for
passengers.

Easy access to parking
information, parking maps with
directions, parking inventory and
online reservations.

Passenger access to information
about retail stores, online
shopping opportunities and
special offers.

Ability to access information
about a variety of different
services:
Practical Information; Food &
Beverage; Destination
Information; Feedback &
Complaints

Excerpt from Mobile Moments Index: Airports Edition, Ryerson University, April 2015.
Sponsored by Miles.

Content and Features of Airport Mobile Websites
The Mobile Moments Index reviewed the availability of mobile website information,
features and functionality to passengers in four areas:

94%
60%
37%
80%

Flights
Parking

Most websites visited had comprehensive real-time data
available on flight departures and arrivals.

While most airports have basic parking information and maps,
only 56 airports showed parking inventory and 32 allow for
parking reservations.

Shopping

While 81 airport websites offered basic retail store
information, only 24 had any types of deals or special offers
for air travelers. Just eight airports had information, links or
functionality offering online shopping.

Other

Most websites offered basic information on other important
services including dining/food options, disabled traveler
facilities at the airport, transport to/from the airport and
complaints.

Excerpt from Mobile Moments Index: Airports Edition,
Ryerson University, April 2015. Sponsored by Miles.
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Best Practice Highlights 1: Airport Website Example

OSL: Oslo Airport: http://avinor.no

Easy-to-use site navigation and site features including real time flight information. Responsive-design
websites such as this work seamlessly across all device types and platforms—desktop or mobile. Like
most other airport websites, Oslo does not currently offer real-time gate, baggage or parking
availability information.
Source: Mobile Moments Index: Airports Edition, Ryerson University, April
2015. Sponsored by Miles
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Best Practice Highlights 2: Airport Applications Example

FRA: Frankfurt
App Name: FRA

“Location Assistant”
uses context aware
navigation/beacon
technology so users
can locate
themselves on a
map and find
specific services and
facilities.

DFW: Dallas Fort Worth
App Name: DFW

“Voice Concierge” allows users to ask the
app questions related to airport services.
The feature acts like the “Siri” tool
introduced by Apple’s iPhone.

Excerpt from Mobile Moments Index: Airports Edition,
Ryerson University, April 2015. Sponsored by Miles.
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Best Practice Highlights 3: Airport Applications Example

CDG
Charles de Gaulle

“Where is my
car/Where did I park”
allows the user to
either take a photo of
their location, save
through GPS option,
leave a voice memo or
leave notes.

CDG: Charles de Gaulle, Paris
App Name: My Airport

“Sign Translator” allows the user to hold a scanner
to signs in the airport to translate French to English.

Excerpt from Mobile Moments Index: Airports Edition,
Ryerson University, April 2015. Sponsored by Miles.
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Summary & Recommendations
Airline travelers’ usage of mobile devices is already beyond the mainstream and is a
critical way in which travelers find information and services related to their airport
experience. If airports are going to continue to shift from their traditional roots of being
transportation infrastructure providers to being consumer-focused lifestyle and service
experiences, a greater focus on mobile readiness is critical to success.
This report has demonstrated that airports are adopting the use of mobile-friendly
technology at a slower pace than other travel-related organizations. Latin American and
European airports appear to be matching, and in some cases leading, North American
airports in the use of mobile-friendly passenger technology. Surprisingly, Asian,
Australian and African airports are the slowest to move. Based on the findings of this
research and the mobile-related research reviewed for this report, airports should
urgently:
•

Invest in, share best practices and, where appropriate, collaborate on projects related
to the adoption and use of mobile-friendly passenger technology

•

Launch or enhance responsive-design websites as the most important mobile
channel—which can service different hardware (smartphone or tablet) and operating
systems (Windows Mobile, Apple and Google Android)

•

Focus on strengthening mobile solutions in key areas, including improved web-based
notification solutions for passenger services like real-time flight updates, baggage
collection information, parking and integrated transport information
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APPENDIX
Methodology, List of Airports & Background
•

Methodology of Mobile Readiness Index Report

•

List of Top 100 Airports

•

Mobile Application—Additional Background & Information

•

Author and Sponsor of Report

•

List of Sources
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Methodology
Using a list of the Top 100 Airports from Flight Global, we used both a mobile phone and desktop
computer to identify mobile strategies.
Step 1: Google Search. The full name of the airport was entered into a Google search on a smartphone;
the official airport website was identified and Google identified whether it was "Mobile-Friendly" or not.

Step 2: Website Review, "Mobile-Friendly” For sites that Google classified as “Mobile-Friendly,”
both a mobile phone and desktop computer were used to identify whether the website used responsive
web design or was a separate website specifically designed for mobile phones. Mobile websites usually
have a similar URL; however, they have indicators like .m, .mob or .mobile within the address.
Step 3: Website Review, Not “Mobile-Friendly.” For websites that were not indicated as “MobileFriendly,” the home page of the airport was visited using a desktop computer to search for evidence of a
mobile website.
Step 4: Mobile Application. To discover the presence of a mobile application, the home page for each
airport was reviewed through a traditional website and mobile website. In addition, a search was
conducted using the terms of the airport name and airport code in the Apple iTunes online store.
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International Airport Sample (N=100)—Airports Reviewed
Region

Airport Name & Code

*Oceania (n=3)

Kingsford Smith (SYD); Tullamarine (MEL); Brisbane (BNE)

North America
(n=31)

Atlanta Hartsfield (ATL); O'Hare (ORD); Los Angeles (LAX); Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW); Denver (DEN); John F. Kennedy
(JFK); San Francisco (SFO); Douglas (CLT); McCarran (LAS); Miami (MIA); Sky Harbor (PHX); George Bush (IAH);
Pearson (YYZ); Liberty (EWR); Seattle Tacoma (SEA); Orlando (MCO); Minneapolis-St. Paul (MSP); Wayne County
(DTW); Philadelphia (PHL); Logan (BOS); LaGuardia (LGA); Hollywood (FLL); Baltimore (BWI); Dulles (IAD); Reagan
(DCA); Midway (MDW); Salt Lake City (SLC); Honolulu (HNL); Vancouver (YVR); San Diego (SAN); Tampa (TPA)

Latin America
(n=5)

Guarulhos (GRU); Benito Juarez (MEX); El Dorado (BOG); Rio de Janeiro (GIG); Congonhas (CGH)

Europe (n=28)

Heathrow (LHR); Charles de Gaulle (CDG); Frankfurt (FRA); Schiphol (AMS); Ataturk (IST); Barajas (MAD); Munich
(MUC); Fiumicino (FCO); Gatwick (LGW); El Prat (BCN); Domodedovo (DME); Sheremetyevo (SVO); Orly (ORY);
Antalya (AYT); Zurich (ZRH); Kastrup (CPH); Gardermoen (OSL); Palma de Mallorca (PMI); Vienna (VIE); Dusseldorf
(DUS); Manchester (MAN); Arlanda (ARN); Dublin (DUB); Tegel (TXL); National (BRU); Sabiha Gökçen (SAW);
Malpensa (MXP); Stansted (STN)

Asia (n=32)

Capital (PEK); Tokyo (HND); Dubai (DXB); Soekarno Hatta (CGK); Hong Kong (HKG); Changi (SIN); Baiyun (CAN);
Suvarnabhumi (BKK); Kuala Lumpur (KUL); Pudong (PVG); Incheon (ICN); Indira Gandhi (DEL); Hongqiao (SHA);
Narita (NRT); Shuangliu (CTU); Ninoy Aquino (MNL); Baoan (SZX); Mumbai (BOM); Taoyuan (TPE); Changshui (KMG);
Xianyang (XYI); Jianbei (CKG); Doha (DOH); King Abdulaziz (JED); Xiaoshan (HGH); Jeju (CJU); Gimpo (GMP);
Gaoqi (XMN); King Khalid (RUH); Fukuoka (FUK); New Chitose (CTS); Kansai (KIX)

*Africa (n=1)

Johannesburg (JNB)

Due to small sample sizes, the Oceania and Africa regions were combined for the regional analysis in this
report.
*
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Mobile Applications: Background on Assessment
A mobile application is defined as an application that is known to hold the airport’s name as the
developer or an application that was made exclusively for the airport by an independent
application developer. To discover the presence of an official mobile application, the home page
for each airport was reviewed through a traditional website and mobile website.
In addition, a search was conducted using the terms of the airport name and airport code in the
Apple iTunes online store. To ensure that the airport contained an application, the developer of
the app was searched to prove its validity. For example, if the developer was not the company of
the airport or was the participant of commercial airport mobile applications, the airport mobile
app was deemed not to be considered as an application of the airport.
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Mobile Applications Official vs. Third-Party Applications
In some cases (for busy airports), the research identified several mobile applications for one
airport. Rather than count mobile applications hosted and managed by private companies, it
was decided to only review mobile applications which were deemed to be the official application
for that airport. To ensure that the airport contained an official application, the developer of the
app was searched to prove its validity. For example, if the developer was not the company of the
airport or was the participant of commercial airport mobile applications, the airport mobile app
was deemed to be considered as a third party.
Third-party applications that were commonly found consisted of the following developers:
Sebbie 101; Webport; Byungil Park; Flysmart; Anna Tang; Surround Networks Pte Ltd;
TraLand.com; eTips Ltd; Mantic Point Solution Ltd; Lau, Dustin; ezPass; Gaptel Innovative
Solutions Inc; and ForeFlight Mobile.
An example of a native vs. third-party application is featured in the table below.

Airport Name

Official Application
App Name: CPH Airport

Kastrup Copenhagen
(CPH)

Developer: CPH
Copenhagen Airport

Third Party
App Name: Copenhagen
Flight Info + Tracker
Developer: Webport
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About the Author and Sponsor
The report was prepared by Dr. Chris Gibbs from the Ted Rogers School for
Hospitality and Tourism Management at Ryerson University in Toronto with
support from Chris Adams, Director of Research and Online Marketing at Miles.
Dr. Gibbs specializes in researching digital shifts related to the marketing of leisure
industries. His research is industry focused and designed to provide marketing
leaders with the insight to plan and predict future shifts in digital marketing. For
more information, feel free to contact Dr. Gibbs.
Dr. Chris Gibbs
Assistant Professor
Ted Rogers School of Hospitality and Tourism Management
E: CGibbs@Ryerson.ca
T: 416-979-5000, ext.2483
www.Ryerson.ca/TedRogersSchool
Sponsor & Commercial Partner
Chris Adams
Director of Research and Online Marketing
Miles
E: Chris.Adams@MilesPartnership.com
T: 303-842-3394 (US) or +64 9 974 2452 (NZ)
www.MilesPartnership.com
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